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DISCLAIMER 
 

This product is designed for professional purposes only. 
 

We do not take any responsibility in relation to the use of the product that 
may be considered illegal. 

 
All trademarks, company names and logos are the property of their respective 

companies. 

Advanced Diagnostics have teamed up with Sigmabit to develop the new Code 
Wizard Pro software program, which is based on the popular and innovative 
ICC platform. Code Wizard Pro supersedes ICC, and will have some exciting 
new features and functions added. 
 
The AD600, Code Wizard Pro, is a software program that supports multi  
vehicle manufacturer brands and provides the ability to generate 
immobiliser pin codes, mechanical key codes and dealer tool security codes 
via various methods. 
 
New software will continue to be developed and when available, any updates 
can be purchased and downloaded from the web. 
Once purchased, the software is yours and does not time out. 
 
Code Wizard can be installed onto multiple computers, however it can be only 
run on one computer at a time.  A USB security dongle is supplied that must 
be plugged into the computer being used. 
 
A limitation of 25 codes per day is set, which is enough for the majority of 
customers. 

WARNING 
 
1.  You are not allowed to provide calculated codes to third-party. 
2. Software will be automatically blocked if number of calculated   

codes is more than 25 per day. 
 Calculation of codes for 'test purposes', analysis of algorithms, 
 etc count towards this 25 count. 

 
If this occurs, then an admin fee to unlock will be charged. 

 
We do not offer any refund or exchange for blocked software. 
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SUMMARY OF FEATURES 
 
Acura, Honda  
1st immobiliser password (HDS) 
2nd password (release password, HDS) 
PCM access code by VIN (HDS) 
 
Audi, Seat, Skoda, Volkswagen 
7 to 4 digit PIN code converter (VAS and other equipment)* 
4 to 7 PIN code converter (VAS and other equipment)* 
 
Chery, Qirui 
PIN code by VIN (Chinese models, Siemens immobiliser) 
 
Chevrolet 
PIN code by VIN (2000-2010 models made in Latin America) 
Mechanical KEY Code by VIN (2000-2010 models made in Latin America) 
 
Dacia, Renault 
PIN code by KEY tag (4 digit PIN code)* 
Incode to PIN code converter (Renault Clip) 
PIN code to Incode converter (Renault Clip) 
 
Ford, Jaguar, Land Rover, Mazda 
Incode from Outcode (4 and 8 chars, to use with IDS, AD100) 
PIN code by ISN (Mazda models, Lucas immobilisers) 
 
Hyundai, KIA 
PIN code by VIN (SMARTRA-2 ICM)* 
PIN code by VIN (SMARTRA-3 ICM) 
Mechanical KEY code by VIN (HMC 1986-2010, KMC 2001-2009 models) 
 
Infiniti, Nissan 
PIN code by BCM code (NATS-S till 2009)* 
PIN code by ICU code (NATS-S/S.6) 
PIN code by SEC code (NATS-6) 
Mechanical KEY code by VIN (1998-2011 USA & Mexico models) 
 
Lexus, Toyota, Scion 
Passcode from 6 digit Seed code (Techstream and IT-1/2) 
Passcode from 96 chars Seed code (Techstream and IT-1/2) 
 
Smart 
TAN code for KEY programming (DAS) 
TAN code for SAM assignment (DAS) 
Mechanical KEY code by VIN (1998-2011 models) 

* AVAILABLE IN DEMO MODE 
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE 
 
1. Go to www.advanced-diagnostics.co.uk  
2. Select the DOWNLOADS section from the menu bar. 
3. Select AD600 pull down menu and select PC SOFTWARE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Extract the program 

KIT CONTENTS 
 
X1 Security Dongle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
X1 USB Flash Stick, which contains 

 Advanced Code Pro Software 
 Operating Manual 

AD600 Code Wizard Pro 
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5.  Click NEXT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Click NEXT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Click INSTALL 
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5.  Click NEXT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Click FINISH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Connect the security dongle 
 into the PC USB port. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. Double click the icon on the desktop. 
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9. A maximum of 25 codes can be calculated in one day. If this is exceeded 
 the software will be blocked and a penalty fee will need to be paid to  un-
lock the software. 
 
 The following warning screen will be displayed each time the software is 
 opened. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Click YES, to continue. Clicking NO will exit the programme. 
 
10. Once opened, the serial number of the dongle will be displayed along 

with the status, which should be ACTIVATED. 

 
NOTE:  If the status is not shown as ACTIVATED, please e-mail the  
  following details to orders@advanced-diagnostics.co.uk 

- Name 
- Company 
- Address 
- Serial number 
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From time to time it will be necessary to update your PC software and/or 
hardware firmware. 
 
To update your AD600, perform the following steps. 
 
1. Select the UPDATE tab. 

2. Click Get Update. 
 
 
3. If available the Dongle Update  screen will 
 be displayed. If it is Click Yes to install the 
 dongle update. 
 
 
 
4. Click OK when installed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. If new software is available then 
 The following dialogue box will be 
 displayed. Click OK 
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6. Save the file to your PC in 
 a known location. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Extract the program and install the software following the procedure on 

page 5 (step 4) to page 8. 
 
The version of software you have will be displayed in the Update tab. 
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Functions 
 Key Programming security access 
 PCM / ECM /Immobiliser replacement 
 
 
Procedure 
1st Password  
Required for adding keys with HDS and clearing transponder codes of lost 
programmed keys. 
Click on 'Calculate' button, it is not necessary to enter VIN code. 
 
2nd Password (Release Password) 
Required then you entered wrong access code more than 3 times and the  
diagnostic tester is locked. 
Enter number of inputs (1-10) and click on 'Calculate' button. 
 
PCM Code is required when either all car keys are lost or when the PCM / 
ECM /Immobiliser replacement. 
Enter full VIN or last 5 digits and click on 'Calculate' button. 
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 Functions 
 Access to security procedures for OEM diagnostic equipment. 
 
 
Procedure 
7 digit PIN code is required for accessing of security procedures with OEM di-
agnostic equipment. This is temporary code which works in date of issue only. 
 
For conversion of 7 to 4 digit PIN code and vise versa following data is  
required: 
 

- 7 or 4 digit PIN code (SKC) with leading zero 
- 5 digit dealer number (WSC) 
- 3 digit importer code 
- 6 digit date of SKC issue (ddmmyy) 
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Functions 
 Key programming (immobiliser PIN code) 
 
Applications 
Chery A5, IQ models made in China and some others with 4 digit PIN code. 
Chinese models and Siemens immobilisers. 
 
 
Procedure 
Calculate PIN code, enter full (17 digits) VIN code and click 'Calculate' button. 
 
Default PIN code for Chery immobilizers is '1111', you can try it on new units. 
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Functions 
 Key Programming pin code 
 Mechanical key cutting code 
 
Applications 
Certain Chevrolet 2000-2010 models made in Latin America (Mexico,  
Argentina and Brazil) is possible to calculate immobilizer PIN code and KEY 
cutting code by VIN. 
 
 
Procedure 
Set required code calculation method and enter full (17 digits) VIN code, then 
click 'Calculate' button. 
 
Supported WMI are 3G1, 3GY, 8AG, 93C, W0L. 
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Functions 
 Calculation of Unlock code for security functions of PP2000, DiagBox, 

Lexia and Proxia 
 
 
Applications 
 
 
Procedure 
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Functions 
 Key Programming (immobiliser pin code) 
 Incode to PIN code convertor (Renault Clip) 
 PIN code to Incode convertor (Renault Clip) 
 
Procedure 
4 digit PIN software can calculate immobiliser code by 5-8 digit serial number 
from label inside the key. 
 
12 digit codes is possible to calculate PIN code from Incode and vica versa. 
 Following data is required: 

- VIN code (17 digits) 
- Outcode (24 digitswithout spaces) 
- Incode or PIN code (13 or 12 digits) 
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Functions 
 Security access - Incode from Outcode (4,8 digits) 
 Calculation of immobiliser PIN (Mazda models with Lucas immobilisers)  
 
Procedure 
PATS3+ and later is possible to calculate Incode from Outcode. 
 
Incode is required for accessing security procedures (coded access) with  
IDS-VCM and other diagnostic equipment. 
 
To calculate of Incode you need to enter 6 or 16 chars Outcode from  
diagnostic tester. 
 
For coded access which require 8 chars Incode you need to enter full 16 chars 
Outcode, dash or space separated. 
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Functions 
 Key Programming security access 
 PCM / ECM /Immobiliser replacement 
 
 
Procedure 
1st Password  
Required for adding keys with HDS and clearing transponder codes of lost 
programmed keys. 
Click on 'Calculate' button, it is not necessary to enter VIN code. 
 
2nd Password (Release Password) 
Required then you entered wrong access code more than 3 times and the  
diagnostic tester is locked. 
Enter number of inputs (1-10) and click on 'Calculate' button. 
 
PCM Code is required when either all car keys are lost or when the PCM / 
ECM /Immobiliser replacement. 
Enter full VIN or last 5 digits and click on 'Calculate' button. 
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Functions 
 Key Programming security access 
 Mechanical key cutting code 
 Hyundai 2007-2011 models, added PIN and KEY codes by VIN  
 KIA and Hyundai 2007 - 2011 models, added KEY codes by VIN for  
 earlier unsupported vehicles. 
 
Applications 
>2007 SMARTRA-2  
2007>  SMARTRA-3 
Mechanical Key Codes 1986 to 2010 
Vehicles fitted with ShinChang immobilisers 
 
 
Procedure 
SMARTRA-2 Immobiliser 
To calculate PIN code, enter last 6 digits of VIN. 
 
SMARTRA-3 immobiliser 
Enter full VIN code.  
 
Default PIN code for SMARTRA is '234567' 
Default PIN code for ShinChang is '2345' 
 
To calculate mechanical KEY cutting code, enter full 17 digits VIN code then 
click 'Calculate' button. 
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Functions 
 Key Programming immobiliser pin code by BCM code (NATS 5 >2009) 
 Key Programming immobiliser pin code by ICU code (NATS 5/5.6) 
 Key Programming immobiliser pin code by SEC code (NATS 6) 
 Mechanical Key code by VIN (1998-2011 USA, & Mexico models) 
 
Procedure 
To calculate immobiliser PIN code by data from electronic unit, enter the fol-
lowing data (depend of model and NATS ver.): 
 

- 5 chars No from label of BCM 
- 6 and 4 chars codes from right angle of ICU label 
- 4 digit code from right top & 4 digit code from bottom side of SEC label 

 
Default immobiliser PIN code for NATS-5 is '5523'. 
 
To calculate of KEY code, enter full VIN. Supported models are made in USA, 
Mexico and Japan. 
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Functions 
 Security access - Incode from Outcode (4,8 digits) 
 Calculation of immobiliser PIN (Mazda models with Lucas immobilisers)  
 
Procedure 
PATS3+ and later is possible to calculate Incode from Outcode. 
 
Incode is required for accessing security procedures (coded access) with  
IDS-VCM and other diagnostic equipment. 
 
To calculate of Incode you need to enter 6 or 16 chars Outcode from  
diagnostic tester. 
 
For coded access which require 8 chars Incode you need to enter full 16 chars 
Outcode, dash or space separated. 
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Functions 
 Key Programming security access 
 Mechanical key cutting code 
 
Applications 
>2007 SMARTRA-2  
2007>  SMARTRA-3 
Mechanical Key Codes 1986 to 2010 
Vehicles fitted with ShinChang immobilisers 
 
 
Procedure 
SMARTRA-2 Immobiliser 
To calculate PIN code, enter last 6 digits of VIN. 
 
SMARTRA-3 immobiliser 
Enter full VIN code.  
 
Default PIN code for SMARTRA is '234567' 
Default PIN code for ShinChang is '2345' 
 
To calculate mechanical KEY cutting code, enter full 17 digits VIN code then 
click 'Calculate' button. 
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Functions 
 Security access - Incode from Outcode (4,8 digits) 
 Calculation of immobiliser PIN (Mazda models with Lucas immobilisers)  
 
Procedure 
PATS3+ and later is possible to calculate Incode from Outcode. 
 
Incode is required for accessing security procedures (coded access) with  
IDS-VCM and other diagnostic equipment. 
 
To calculate of Incode you need to enter 6 or 16 chars Outcode from  
diagnostic tester. 
 
For coded access which require 8 chars Incode you need to enter full 16 chars 
Outcode, dash or space separated. 
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Functions 
 Pass –Code for Key Programming & other security procedures (Intelligent 

Tester, Techstream & Others) 
 Calculation of 96 character Seed Code to 6 digit Pass Code for Tech-

stream versions 7.10.030 and later 
 
 
Procedure 
To calculate of Passcode, enter 6 digits or 96 chars Seed Number from  
Diagnostic Tester or OEM software and click 'Calculate' button. 
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Functions 
 Security access - Incode from Outcode (4,8 digits) 
 Calculation of immobiliser PIN (Mazda models with Lucas immobilisers)  
 
Procedure 
PATS3+ and later is possible to calculate Incode from Outcode. 
 
Incode is required for accessing security procedures (coded access) with  
IDS-VCM and other diagnostic equipment. 
 
To calculate of Incode you need to enter 6 or 16 chars Outcode from  
diagnostic tester. 
 
For coded access which require 8 chars Incode you need to enter full 16 chars 
Outcode, dash or space separated. 
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Functions 
 Key Programming immobiliser pin code by BCM code (NATS 5 >2009) 
 Key Programming immobiliser pin code by BCM code (2009 >) 
 Key Programming immobiliser pin code by ICU code (NATS 5/5.6) 
 Key Programming immobiliser pin code by SEC code (NATS 6) 
 Mechanical Key code by VIN (1998-2011 USA, & Mexico models) 
 Nissan & Infiniti 2009 > PINCODES, Extended Functions For VIN to PIN  
 Immobiliser PINCODE. 
 Unlock Dealer Security Functions. 
 Nissan / Infiniti 2012 models, added KEY codes by VIN  
 Nissan and Infiniti 2013 models, added KEY codes by VIN for earlier  
 Unsupported vehicles. 
 Calculation of 12 digit PIN code from the encrypted code from the glove 
 compartment for Nissan C11, K12, E12, etc (Nissan-Renault B Platform) - 
 Tiida, Versa, Latio, Micra, Note and others 
 
Procedure 
To calculate immobiliser PIN code by data from electronic unit, enter the  
following data (depend of model and NATS ver.): 
 

- 5 chars No from label of BCM 
- 6 and 4 chars codes from right angle of ICU label 
- 4 digit code from right top & 4 digit code from bottom side of SEC label 

 
Default immobiliser PIN code for NATS-5 is '5523'. 
 
To calculate of KEY code, enter full VIN. Supported models are made in USA, 
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Functions 
 Calculation of Unlock code for security functions of PP2000, DiagBox, 

Lexia and Proxia 
 
 
Applications 
 
 
Procedure 
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Functions 
 Key programming (immobiliser PIN code) 
 
Applications 
Qirui A5, IQ models made in China and some others with 4 digit PIN code. 
Chinese models and Siemens immobilisers. 
 
 
Procedure 
Calculate PIN code, enter full (17 digits) VIN code and click 'Calculate' button. 
 
Default PIN code for Qirui immobilizers is '1111', you can try it on new units 
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Functions 
 Key Programming (immobiliser pin code) 
 Incode to PIN code convertor (Renault Clip) 
 PIN code to Incode convertor (Renault Clip) 
 
Procedure 
4 digit PIN software can calculate immobiliser code by 5-8 digit serial number 
from label inside the key. 
 
12 digit codes is possible to calculate PIN code from Incode and vica versa. 
 Following data is required: 

- VIN code (17 digits) 
- Outcode (24 digitswithout spaces) 
- Incode or PIN code (13 or 12 digits) 
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Functions 
 Pass –Code for Key Programming & other security procedures (Intelligent 

Tester, Techstream & Others) 
 Calculation of 96 character Seed Code to 6 digit Pass Code for Tech-

stream versions 7.10.030 and later 
 
 
Procedure 
To calculate of Passcode, enter 6 digits or 96 chars Seed Number from  
Diagnostic Tester or OEM software and click 'Calculate' button. 
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Functions 
 Access to security procedures for OEM diagnostic equipment 
 
 
Procedure 
7 digit PIN code is required for accessing of security procedures with OEM di-
agnostic equipment. This is temporary code which works in date of issue only. 
 
For conversion of 7 to 4 digit PIN code and vise versa following data is  
required: 
 

- 7 or 4 digit PIN code (SKC) with leading zero 
- 5 digit dealer number (WSC) 
- 3 digit importer code 
- 6 digit date of SKC issue (ddmmyy) 
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Functions 
 Access to security procedures for OEM diagnostic equipment 
 
 
Procedure 
7 digit PIN code is required for accessing of security procedures with OEM di-
agnostic equipment. This is temporary code which works in date of issue only. 
 
For conversion of 7 to 4 digit PIN code and vise versa following data is  
required: 
 

- 7 or 4 digit PIN code (SKC) with leading zero 
- 5 digit dealer number (WSC) 
- 3 digit importer code 
- 6 digit date of SKC issue (ddmmyy) 
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Functions 
 Calculation of TAN code for key programming (use with DAS) 
 Calculation of TAN code for SAM assignment (use with DAS) 
 Mechanical Key code by VIN (1998-2011) 
 Smart 2012 models, added KEY codes by VIN or earlier unsupported 
 vehicles. 
 Smart 2013 models, added KEY codes by VIN for earlier unsupported  
 vehicles. 
 
 
 
Procedure 
To calculate of TAN code for 'Teach-in key again' procedure, enter 9 digit code 
number from DAS separated with dashes. 
 
In cases when synchronization of SAM unit was lost and key teaching  
procedure does not help to start vehicle, you need to synchronize the SAM - 
'Carry out control unit assignment'. Enter VIN code. 
 
To calculate of mechanical KEY cutting code you need to enter full VIN code 
and click 'Calculate' button. 
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Functions 
 Pass –Code for Key Programming & other security procedures (Intelligent 

Tester, Techstream & Others) 
 Calculation of 96 character Seed Code to 6 digit Pass Code for Tech-

stream versions 7.10.030 and later 
 Techstream V8.10.021 and newer (Toyota, Lexus, Scion 2013-2014  
 models). 
 
 
Procedure 
To calculate of Passcode, enter 6 digits or 96 chars Seed Number from  
Diagnostic Tester or OEM software and click 'Calculate' button. 
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Functions 
 Access to security procedures for OEM diagnostic equipment 
 
 
Procedure 
7 digit PIN code is required for accessing of security procedures with OEM di-
agnostic equipment. This is temporary code which works in date of issue only. 
 
For conversion of 7 to 4 digit PIN code and vise versa following data is  
required: 
 

- 7 or 4 digit PIN code (SKC) with leading zero 
- 5 digit dealer number (WSC) 
- 3 digit importer code 
- 6 digit date of SKC issue (ddmmyy) 
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SOFTWARE BLOCKED 
 
A maximum of 25 codes can be calculated in one day. If this is exceeded the 
software will be blocked and a penalty fee will need to be paid to unlock the 
software. 
 
The following warning screen will be displayed each time the software is 
opened. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unlocking Procedure  

 
 a) The software will now be blocked until an UNLOCK fee is paid. 
 b) Contact the distributor, with your PC software serial number. 
 c) Once the UNLOCK FEE has been paid, an e-mail will be sent back  
  advising for you to click ACTIVATE, to unlock the software.      
 
UPGRADING FROM ICC  
 
Existing customers with the full ICC program, can upgrade for free to AD600 if 
they want to. 

 
1. Download AD600 from Advanced Diagnostics website. 
2. Connect existing ICC security dongle. 
3.  Both AD600 & ICC can now be used. 

 
NOTES:  
 ICC won’t be updated in the future, only AD600. 
 AD600 updates, the customer will pay, if they wish to get the updates. 
 AD600 does not have the facility to convert ECU ‘dumps’ like ICC. 
 AD600 will only work for ICC dongles that have not expired updates. 
 AD600 free upgrade is only available for full version of ICC - for those with 

a life time subscription. 
 Available for dongles that have not been blocked for more than 25 uses in 

24 hours. 
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AD900Pro 
Transponder Cloning  

AD600  
Code Wizard Pro 

PINCODE Generator 

AD35 
Remote Control Tester 

The most advanced key transponder 
cloning tool in the market - that reads, 
writes, copies, a wide range of  automo-
tive   transponders   worldwide. Compli-
menting the AD100Pro / MVPPro. 

AD600 is a software   program that 
supports various vehicle manufac-
turers and provides the ability to 
generate immobiliser PINCODES, 
mechanical key codes including 
dealer tool   security codes. 

AD35 is an innovative remote control 
tester developed to assist with the diagno-
sis of all types of (IR) Infra Red & (RF) 
Radio Frequency remote controls for all 
makes &  models.  

Advanced Diagnostics Ltd - Diagnostics House - Eastboro Fields - Hemdale - Nuneaton - CV11 6GL 
T: +44(0)2476 347000 - F: +44(0)2476 347100 - E: sales@advanced-diagnostics.co.uk 


